One of the basic suggestions of modern molecular biology is the concept that hereditary information is encoded by nucleotide sequences of DNA genome molecules. However, this does not rule out the possibility of other ways of coding and storing here ditary information. It is generally accepted that information may be stored either by maintaining a definite distribution pattern of elements of spatial structure {structural way) or by circulation of signals in the cyclic system of elements (dynamic way). In DNA molecules information is stored by a structural way. This paper is concerned with discussion of the possibility of storing a part of hereditary information by the dynamic way, outside DNA molecules. It should be noted that DNA molecules code for the structure of dynamic devices responsible for storing information. The term «structural gene» will imply a bound part of DNA molecule coding for the structure of a certain protein or RNA. Some genes may be either in the active or non-active state differing in the intensity of mRNA synthesis. Genes can form systems by means of regulatory proteins. Of special interest are cyclic gene systems having at least two functional states and capable of maintaining each state both during the cell life cycle and successive cellular divisions.
Such systems really exist. An illustrative case of the cyclic system of this kind is the two-operon molecular trigger in A-phage ( Fig. 1) [1-31. This system has two stable states: the first -operon L, is switched on, R ] is switched off; the second stateoperon R { is switched on, L x is switched off. The first state of the system corresponds to the immune (lysogenic) state of prophage when there is suppres sion of the lytic growth of phage genomes penetrating anew into the bacterial cell of the same prophage strain. The second state of the system corresponds to the nonimmune (lytic) state of the prophage when reduplication of superinfected phage genomes is possi ble. The first of these states is maintained both during the host cell life and its successive divisions. In the lytic state the phage undergoes a number of successive reduplication cycles. This system presents an example of a especially here -ditary unit, wherein the genome is responsible only for the possibility of a system being in one of the inheritable states, while the concrete state of the initial prophage and daughter phage genomes is determined by the presence or absence of the respective repressor [1, 4] .
Epigene will be defined as a hereditary unit (cyclic system) responsible for the activity of the respective gene (or genes) and having at least two alternative states which may be maintained in a successive number of generations. Moreover, the tran sition from one state to another is not necessarily accompanied by a change of the DNA structure, while maintenance of each state is the system property. If the system passes from one state to another due to some exterior factors, the state the system has passed to is maintained also after these factors cease affec ting it. The existence of epigenes in prokaryotes does not raise any doubts. The illustrative case is twooperon trigger systems in lambdoid phages. We shall consider the possibility of existence of epigenes in eukaryotes. In this case, some genes of a multicellular organism should be subordinated to systems (that is, they are either embodied by these systems or connec ted with them via direct bonds) capable of main taining whether an active or inactive state through successive cell divisions and formation of offspring in a successive generation. It should be emphasized that the choice of the system state must not be determined (directly or indirectly) by genes embodied by these systems.
Let us analyse the simplest systems possessing the properties of epigenes which will serve an illust ration of some inferences drawn from the hypothesis of the existence of epigenes.
One-Component Model. Let us firstly consider the simplest cyclic system composed of one trans cription unit -a scripton (Fig. 2) . A scripton is assumed to contain a receptor zone having an affinity for regulatory proteins (i. e. it is an operon), one or several structural genes and a regulatory gene produ cing a stable protein activator of the transcription of the same operon. At sub threshold concentrations of the activator, no effective transcription occurs; at concentrations higher than threshold, it does occur. Such a system has two alternative states. Each state is preserved during cell life and transmitted to daughter cells through successive divisions when the state of the daughter cell system is determined by the presence or absence of the activator protein in the parental cell, that is, by the state of the parental cell system. In this case, the succession or «inheritance» of the system state is provided by the transfer of activator proteins from the parental to daughter cells, wherein they induce transcription of the scripton. Such one-component model has a real prototype. The protein C, of A-phage activates transcription of the operon containing the cistron C, [5 ] .
Eukaryotes possess some essential features which may affect the capacity of cyclic systems to be epigenes. The inheritance of system state in euka ryotes includes the inheritance through cell lines, that is, through mitoses and gametes. In the latter case, each state of the system should be preserved during meiosis, gametic stage, fertilization and early stages of embryogenesis.
The inheritance of the active state through cell lines is provided by the production of activator proteins during each cell cycle and their distribution among daughter cells. In the case of gametogenesis, the situation is more complex.
During gametogenesis and at the early stages of embryogenesis, many loci may be completely repres sed (for example, as a result of chromosome coiling). In the case of one-component model, this will not affect the maintenance of the inactive state. As for the alternative state, activator proteins and the respective mRNAs will be kept diluted with each cell cycle. For this reason, inheritance of the active state is possible only when transcription and translation are turned off for a period of time not exceeding that of the total dilution of activator proteins. An important feature of eukaryotes is the existence of very stable mRNAs [6 ] . The translation of such mRNAs can take place even when there is no transcription at the respective loci. Hence, if the epigene contains a stable mRNA the period of dilution of activator proteins in the absence of transcription may be sufficiently protracted. In general, transcription and translation are perhaps not altogether effaced during gametogenesis and early embryogenesis [6] . Maintenance of the state of epi genes which are not turned off by systems of a hierarchically higher level, occurs the same way as in the case of inheritance through cell lines.
Most eukaryotes are diploids, and in diploid cells genes form pairs. We assume that the homologous genes included in epigenes do not differ structurally, that is, the organism is homozygous for these genes. The state of a gene, included in the epigene, will be designated by a binary upper index next to the gene symbol. The partners form gametes containing no acti vator proteins.
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In this case activator proteins from gametes will enter into a zygote.
In the latter case, due to the free migration of the activator, the inactive epigene will pass into an active state.
Phenotypically, this will appear as a transition of one allele into another. This unification of epigene states will be called absorption. The absorbed «hyb-rids» of the first generation will produce gametes of the same kind, and epigenotype А /А 0 will not appear in subsequent crosses, that is, segregation does not occur.
As a result of the inconsiderable content of cytoplasm in a male gamete, its capabilities to transfer activator proteins are limited. The capacity to trans mit an active state through a male gamete depends on the effectiveness of activator proteins. If the affinity of activator proteins for the respective receptor zones is as strong as in the case of some regulatory molecules in bacteria [7] , a small amount of the activators passed from the male gametes is capable of providing transmission of an active state. In the case of a small affinity, an active state cannot be trans mitted through male gametes. Therefore, inheritance of epigene states in some individuals may occur only through maternal lines.
Epigenes may accidentally change their func tional state and structure. Thus, new functional state can be absorbed during crosses between individuals containing epigenes in different states. Structural changes (mutations) may affect the structural gene included in the scripton, receptor zone and the regulatory gene. Mutations of the structural gene result either in inactivation of the product of this gene (a phenotypically mutant gene does not manifest itself) or in the change of some characteristics of the product without its inactivation (a phenotypically mutant gene manifests itself). In the case of inac tivation of the product, the active and inactive states of the mutant gene are phenotypically indistinguis hable; but the results of some crosses will depend on the state of this gene. For example, we may obtain the following two crosses:
A IA x a Ia ->A Ia ; A IA x a Ia --*A la , where A, is a nonmutant gene and a is a mutant gene. As a result of the absorption, the gene A manifests itself in the former hybrid, whereas in the latter -it does not.
We are now concerned with the case when the structural gene mutation results only in the change of some characteristics of the product, and the mutant gene in an active state manifests itself in individuals containing in a homologous chromosome a normal allele of this gene in an active state. For two alleles A { (normal) and A 2 (mutant) of the structural gene, six epigenotypes: Two-Operon Trigger. We proceed next to the simplest cyclic system possessing the properties of the epigene (Fig. 3) . This system is a two-component trigger suggested for the first time by Monod and Jacob [8 ] . Later on, the models of such systems were investigated by different methods [9, 10] .
It was shown that they have two alternative states. In the system, described in Fig. 3 , both components contain a regulatory gene, the protein product of which represses the activity of the other component.
We are now examining an epigene presented by such a cyclic two-component system. Let both genes of the system be located on a chromosome, and the repressors of the trigger are stable proteins. Crosses between individuals of the same epigenotype will yield offspring with the parental epigenotype. For example,
In crosses between individuals which different epigenotypes, C L D°/C
] D°
x (fD L /C 0 D { the epigenes will behave in a complex fashion. In this case, the repressors pass from the gametes to the zygotes for each gene of the trigger, and both will be turned off for sometime. Sequential cell divisions will dilute the repressors.
Eventually, some cells will accidentally contain repressors of one kind and the others will possess repressors of the other kind. Accordingly, the epi genotypes of some cells will be The ratio of cells with different epigenotypes will depend on the relative concentration of the two kinds of repressors in zygote.
To illustrate the appearance of cells with different epigenotypes during a namber of cell division, we may take the simplest case. Let the repressor concentration in the zygote make up 4 molecules per cell for the gene D and 2 molecules per cell for the gene C. The dilution of the repressors during subsequent sequen tial cell division is shown in Fig. 4 
CD/CD
will be taken to designate epigenotypes of the offsprings producing gametes of two kinds and C25/CS-epigenotypes of the offsprings producing ga metes of only one kind. For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the operon С of the trigger system. The active state of the operon С is assumed to manifest itself phenotypically in the presence of a certain biochemical product. Hence, this product^ may be present in individuals with epigenotypes C/C and C/C which phenotypically will prove similar to indi viduals with epigenotype CVC 1 . Using the accepted designations, the outcome of crosses between indivi duals of the type I may be described as:
1. CVC
Fig. 4. Dilution of trigger repressors during zygote divisions (for explanations see text)
Thus, in this case, offsprings of three kinds with the same genotypes is possible. Such a behaviour of individuals C/C during crosses let them to be referred to as epiheterozygotes. It may be easily seen that in the described situation the epigene «mimies» is a true gene. Actually, analogous phenotypes occur as a result of the crosses of the kind 1-4, provided that instead of a pair of epigenes differing only in states, we take a pair of alleles С and с differing structurally.
It is obvious that individuals with epigenotypes C/C cannot be regarded as epiheterozygotes, because each of them produces gametes of only one kind.
When individuals are crossed with epigenes con taining different structural genes but having the same receptor zones,
as a result of the combination of chromosomes and crossing-over, will yield 9 genotypical and 18 epigenotypical classes:
If C 2 and C Y , D 2 and D x are codominant, these epigenotypes correspond to six phenotypes. The cros sing-over between С and D does not manifest itself phenotypically, because in each trigger one gene is turned off.
To conclude, we shall sum up the results of the analysis of crosses between individuals differing in epigenotypes only. The following events may be expected to occur in offspring from crosses between individuals containing epigenes in different states. The manner in which these events are manifest depends on the underlying epigene mechanisms and on the features of ontogenesis:
1. Absorption (offspring will have epigenes in the same states).
2. Formation of an epiheterozygote organism producing gametes of different kinds.
3. Formation of offsprings with each producing a gamete of one kind and individuals differing in the kind of the gametes produced.
Diagnostic Experiments and Some Facts. Let us describe the means which may be experimentally helpful in identification of the existence of epigenes. In the case of their existence, the functional state of some genes subordinated to epigenes can be changed, and this change will be inherited by subsequent generations though the structure of genes in itself has not changed. The phenomenon of absorption consis ting in unification of states of genes subordinated to epigenes, observed as early as in the first generation, with a consequent absence of splitting may serve as a diagnostical feature of epigene existence. The ^situa tion is more complex when epigenotypes A/A and Я/Я are formed. In cases like this the existence of epigenes may be identified in the following way. We assume the existence of some gene A subordinated to the epigene. The chromosome, wherein the gene A is located, has the marker M of the dominant gene coupled to the gene A. The idea of the experiment is to change the state of the gene A through crossing and watch the behaviour of the marked chromosome. We assume the crosses: The inheritance of nonmutational changes, indu ced by external agents, may also testify to the existence of epigenes. An illustrative case is the data obtained in studies of the effect of heat shock on the development of macrochaetae in the forked mutants of Drosophila melanogaster [11, 12] .
Four critical periods have been established during development of macrochaetae. The first period inclu des the early stages of ontogenesis (some 6-7 days before laying of eggs); the second includes the stage when eggs have been just laid; the third period is observed at the 14th hour of embryogenesis and the fourth refers to the prepupal stage of development (5th day of a larval life). Exposure to heat (or cold) during these periods, depending on the duration of thermal treatment, induces either a decrease (shortterm thermal treatment) or an increase (long-term treatment) in the number of abnormal macrochaetae. These changes are transmitted to a large number of successive generations. For example, warming of flies to 38 °С for 30 minutes at the first critical period decreases the number of abnormal macrochaetae, and this decrease is a maternally inherited character retained by twenty to thirty (sometimes, even more) subsequent generations [12, 13] . Based on some definite arguments, Svetlov and Korsakova conclude that these changes are not mutations. The main argument used was the fact that the number of abnormal macrochaetae is reduced inall offspring from thermally treated parents.
The phenomenon of «absorption» is another diag nostic feature of epigene existence. Phenotypically, «absorption» resembles paramutations, which are the consequence of the heterozygous association of a paramutable allele with a paramutagenic allele; the resulting paramutable alleles are inherited by sub sequent generations. Examples of paramutations are those occurring at locus R in maize [13] Spotted seeds with genotypes R 5t r* r*, expected from crosses 2 and 3, do not differ phenotypically; all seeds with R r r* r* constitution, derived from crosses 1 and 3, differ. All seeds with R r r* r* genotype derived from cross 3, contain, on the average, half the pigment contained in seeds from cross 1. The allele R\ after heterozygous association with allele R 5t , passes into another state, designated as R r l. This change is inherited and manifests in decreased capa city for anthocyan formation. The R r -+ R'l transition is a paramutational change. The phenomenological similarity between paramutation and absorption lies in the inheritance of one of its alleles after their heterozygous association with another allele. Para mutation leads to a functional change of the allele R r , not a structural one, perhaps, because this allele falls into state R r \ in almost all the R r gametes in plants with R r R 5t constitution. From an evolutionary point of view, the existence of epigenes, «the so to say second supplementary flux of hereditary information*, might apparently give some advantages to their possessors. When epigenes are in inactive state, mutations of subordinated genes are not manifested and look quite neutral. Thus, accumulation of mutations, their realization and esti mation through natural selection by switching on the respective epigenes is possible. Besides, the organism possessing epigenes would enable to approve different hereditary changes without changes of the genome, and this may serve as a material for natural selection.
To sum it up, we may conclude that epigenes are really existing in nature at least in A-phage and other lambdoid phages. As for eukaryotes, though the existence of such systems is not shown experi mentally, some facts may be successfully viewed from the standpoint of the epigene hypothesis. This hypo thesis may prove to be useful to explain a number of data which cannot be explained within the frames of conventional Mendelian notions.
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